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FEATURE REVIEW by Maria Nockin

 PAGANINI Caprices for Unaccompanied Violin, op.
1 (complete) • Edson Scheid (vn) (period instrument) •
NAXOS 9.70264 (80:02)

The list of violinists who have
recorded Paganini’s 24 Caprices is
not small, but it seems that hardly
anyone other than Brazilian violinist
Edson Scheid has recorded them on a
Baroque violin, outfitted as it would
have been in the composer’s time.
The music on the only currently
available recordings to which I can
compare Scheid’s disc was played on
today’s solo instruments. For stark
virtuosity, James Ehnes’s 2010
performance on Onyx Classics is
probably the most perfect. For a warmer more soulful
rendition, I suggest Itzhak Perlman’s less technical rendition
from 2000 on EMI Classics. Julia Fischer released a relatively
lyrical and almost faultless rendition of the Caprices on Decca
in 2010, and it most certainly ranks among the best available
today, as does Midori’s remastered 1989 recording from Sony.

Edson Scheid has toured much of the world playing the
Caprices on both modern and Baroque violins. Paganini’s 24
short pieces are among the most treacherous and technically
difficult miniature violin pieces ever composed. Although at
times they presage the beginning of the Romantic period,
Paganini often asks the player to produce huge showers of
perfectly executed notes. For this recording, Edson Scheid
plays a violin made by Carlo Antonio Testore in 1739. It is
outfitted with warm-toned gut strings tuned slightly lower than
those of a modern instrument.

Nothing in Paganini’s 24-compartment bag of tricks is too
difficult for Scheid. Caprice No. 1, “The Arpeggio,” requires
ricochet across all four strings and descending scales in thirds.
Caprices No. 5 and No. 9, “The Hunt,” also call for ricochet as
well as several other virtuosic skills. No. 2 and No. 13 require
détaché bowing, while No. 3 focuses on slurred legato, wide
stretches, and octave trills. Scheid rides the runs of Nos. 13 and
17 with alacrity and leaps gracefully across intervening strings
in other Caprices. None of these maneuvers give him the
slightest problem. He plays them all with seeming ease and
solidity of tone production. Unlike many virtuosos, he plays
Paganini’s music at the written tempos, with fine gradations of
dynamics and strong, resonant tones. Paganini had his lyrical
side, and listeners may be emotionally affected by the opening
passage of Caprice No. 4 when they hear Scheid play it on the
gut strings of his Baroque instrument. The opening passage of
No. 6, “The Trill,” shimmers like the moon on calm water
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when Scheid plays the melody along with an expertly handled
left-hand tremolo. Paganini asks the virtuoso who tackles the
Caprices to illustrate his various uses of staccato: slurred in
Nos. 7 and 22, up-bow in Nos. 10 and 21, and furiously flying
in No. 20 where the violinist plays a melody on the A- and
E-strings reminiscent of a bagpipe. Paganini does not merely
ask the violinist to double-stop; on occasion, he calls for triple-
and even quadruple-stopping.

Only the cream of virtuosic talent want to play the Caprices. If
you like unbridled virtuosity and historically informed playing
on a Baroque instrument, you will enjoy Scheid’s performance
on this Naxos disc. Naxos’s sound is pristine and I want this
disc in my collection. Maria Nockin

This article originally appeared in Issue 40:3 (Jan/Feb 2017) of
Fanfare Magazine.
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